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ABSTRACT
An articulated deployment system is developed for the
deployment and pointing of antenna reflectors with a
larger diameter and extended focal length. The antenna
deployment boom has a modular design – based on
building blocks - which allows a wide range of mission
configurations by tuning only a few design parameters
such as the number of limbs, the limb length and the
hinge and actuator angles. Dependent on the
configuration the antenna reflectors can be extended
with an additional 1.5 to 4 meters. The antenna
performance is directly related to the alignment
accuracy of the reflector with respect to the feed horn.
Both the thermal and mechanical design of the boom as
well as the integration and assembly philosophy are
optimized to minimize the alignment error. This
approach results in an in-orbit tip alignment precision of
±1mm and ±0.05° or better for an arm length of 3.5
meters.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The development of an articulated deployment boom is
in response to market needs in satellite telecommunications. Recent trends demand novel antenna
configurations. High-speed internet services and mobile
devices call for wider bandwidths and higher antenna
gains, which can be achieved by larger reflector
apertures and/or longer focal length. Furthermore, there
is a tendency to reduce the platform size - especially in
combination with full electric propulsion. For either of

the above cases - larger apertures, increased focal length
or to accommodate the same antenna sizes on a smaller
platform - a deployment boom is needed.
This paper focusses on the design of the antenna
deployment boom and its performance and alignment
capabilities. A description is given on the alignment
philosophy during various stages of integration and
assembly, from reflector alignment on S/C level down
to the alignment approach during integration of the
bonded assembly. Integration alignment capabilities
have been validated on the engineering model of the
boom. The engineering model (EM) (see Fig. 1) has
been constructed as part of the engineering test
campaign in 2016.
2.

DESIGN

The main structural part of the deployment boom
consists of carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP)
limbs – i.e. filament wound CFRP tubes and CFRP
hinge brackets - and spring driven hinges. All hinges are
connected by synchronization cables to the deployment
actuator, which ensures a controlled deployment. Once
the arm is fully deployed the hinges are latched,
providing a stiff structure essential for disturbance-free
pointing of the antenna. For pointing and trimming, the
off-the-shelf ADTM Mk2 two-axis actuator by Airbus
Defence and Space UK is used. Both ends of the
deployment boom have adjustable and reproducible
mounts with six degrees of freedom (6-DoF)

Figure 1. Photos of the 3 meter long engineering model - stowed and during zero-g deployment.
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adjustability for alignment of the boom. Fig. 1 shows
the different components as part of the EM; In Ref. [1] a
more detailed description of the different components of
the deployment boom is provided.
All structural components of the boom have been
designed with the emphasis to minimize the
misalignment effect due to thermal and mechanical
effects, see Sec. 3. Misalignment effects as a result
integration and assembly are minimized by the use of a
dedicated integration and bonding jig, see Sec. 4.1.
Any remaining alignment errors can be compensated for
with the use of the adjustable mounts at both ends of the
deployment boom. An isostatic adjustable and
repeatable mount is located at S/C side of the
deployment boom, having a translational adjustable
range of ±7 mm in all direction as well as a rotational
adjustable range of ±1.5°. At the reflector side fine
adjustments are possible with a similar isostatic
adjustable and repeatable mount with a range of ±2 mm
and ±1.5°. Sec. 4.3 gives a detailed description of the
tip-to-tip alignment.
2.1. Configurations
The deployment boom is based on a modular design,
which allows that many different configurations can be
constructed using the same building blocks. By
changing the key design parameters – amongst others
the boom length, hinge angles and actuator angles – any
desired deployed position and orientation of the antenna
reflector can be achieved. The desired deployed
configuration of the antenna can be achieved while
maintaining flexibility of the root I/F position and the
reflector I/F position.
Typical examples of articulated boom configurations are
the 2-hinge configuration and the 3-hinge configuration
as shown in Fig. 2; however the design allows also a
wide variety of alternative configuration, see Ref. [1].
2.2. Building blocks
As each telecom satellite requires a custom antenna
configuration, the deployed and stowed configuration of
each deployment boom is unique. In order to
accommodate for the needs of the highly competitive
telecom market, low recurring costs and a short lead
time of the equipment are crucial. Therefore the design
of the reflector boom has a modular design based on
pre-qualified building blocks. This allows a wide range
of mission configurations while minimizing cost and
lead-time. The following section describes the building
blocks which are critical for the alignment.

Figure 2. Typical stowed and deployed boom
configurations. 2-Hinge Dual configuration (top) and the
3-Hinge configuration (bottom)

CFRP tubes
The limbs in between the hinges are filament wound
CFRP tubes with an inner diameter of 100 mm (see
Fig. 3). Due to the length of the tubes, thermo-elastic
stability has a significant impact on the alignment of the
deployment boom. Therefore, the fibre lay-up is
designed for minimum thermal expansion coefficient
(CTE) in the range of ±0.3 µm/m-K. Michelson
interferometry tests have confirmed the thermo-elastic
stability of the tubes. The CTE varies between -0.2 and
+0.2 µm/m-K in the operational temperature range.
The second key parameter of influence for the
alignment stability is the bending stiffness. However,
the CFRP tubes are very stiff compared to the
mechanisms (hinges and pointing actuator).

Figure 4. CFRP hinge bracket
Hinge unit
The hinge unit (see. Fig. 5) consists of a bearing unit
and a spring-driven drive unit. The bearing unit has a
superduplex angular contact bearing from ADR-Alcen
for maximum angular stiffness (>200,000 Nm/rad). The
drive unit of the hinge can be equipped with up to 8
constant torque springs and has a high stiffness endstop. When the end-stop is reached, a lever arm is
engaged to prevent back-driving and to increase the
angular stiffness in the hinge unit in its rotational
direction.

Figure 3. CFRP Tube (including holddown provision)
during EM integration
CFRP hinge brackets
The interface between the CFRP tubes and the hinge
unit is realized by CFRP hinge brackets (see Fig. 4).
CFRP is used for the hinge brackets for its low CTE and
a high stiffness. The matching CTE’s of the bracket and
tube allows adhesive bonding of the two parts with
minimal thermal stress in the bond line.
Hold-down brackets
The boom has one hold-down (HD) point per limb and
one HD point at the reflector interface. The HD’s are
attached to the CFRP tubes in the vicinity of the hinges,
where the mass concentration is high. The hold-down
bracket has an adjustment range (±8 mm) in all
directions to allow for tolerance stack-up at spacecraft
integration. The spherical element at the tube is able to
rotate in the conical HD bracket (±2°) in all directions to
accommodate any misalignment at integration. A
detailed description of the hold-downs and the release
mechanism is described in Refs. [1] and [3],
respectively.

Figure 5. Single rotation hinge mechanism (EM)
Pointing actuator
Pointing and trimming of the antenna reflector is done
by the Advanced Deployment & Trimming Mechanism
Mark2 (ADTM-Mk2) as designed and built by Airbus
Defence and Space UK, see Ref. [2]. As the angular
stiffness of the actuators is relatively low compared to
the other boom components and as the thermal
distortion of the ADMT-Mk2 is relative high, this
mechanism has been positioned near the tip of the
deployment boom.

Figure 6. Adjustable and reprodicble mounts at the S/C interface (left) and the reflector I/F (right)
Adjustable mounts
Adjustable and reproducible mounts are located at both
the S/C interface and the reflector interface, see Fig. 6.
Both adjustable mounts are capable of trimming both
tips with 6 DoF’s. This adjustability at the root and tip
of the deployment boom is required to compensate for
any residual alignment errors due to integration, but also
to allow for final re-alignment of the antenna reflector
after radio frequency (RF) testing on S/C level.
3.

ALIGNMENT PERFORMANCE

The deployment boom will encounter in-orbit alignment
distortions having impact on the antenna performance.
Most critical aspects for the antenna depointing are
mechanical distortion, thermo-elastic distortion and
deployment repeatability errors. Alignment performance
for these aspects have been derived by analyses and/or
validated during EM testing.

engineering model based on unit load tests.
Measurements have been performed in a gravity
compensated (0-g) configuration. Deformations have
been measured by Linear Voltage Displacement
Transducers (LVDT) at several points of the
deployment boom and by lasertracker (LT) markers at
the tip of the deployment boom (see Fig. 8). Measured
lateral tip stiffness of the deployment boom is at least
2.4 N/mm and 2.1 N/mm for loads in the yaw-axis and
pitch-axis direction, respectively. Measured stiffness
showed full linear behaviour up to the operational loads.
Maximum measured hysteresis in the operation load
range is 0.017 mm and 0.007°.

3.1. Mechanical alignment distortion
Deployment boom deformations resulting from S/C
acceleration have been analysed for typical linear
accelerations of 0.0075 m/s2 in any direction (see
Fig. 7).
For a worst case configuration - with 3 hinges, a boom
length of 3.2 m and a reflector of 30 kg - a depointing
error has been calculated of less than 0.003° and
0.024 mm due to S/C accelerations. Validation of the
mechanical FEM-model has been performed on the

Figure 7. Deformation results of the mechanical FEManalysis

Figure 8. Test setup for the stiffness, hysteresis and
proofload tests of the EM
3.2. Thermo-elastic alignment distortion
Thermo-elastic distortion (TED) is critical for pointing,
and therefore for the antenna gain. Especially when the
boom is subjected to large flux variations in a short
time, e.g., at entry and exit of a (spacecraft) eclipse, the
thermal distortion cannot be fully compensated with the
pointing actuator.
Thermo-elastic distortion is caused by three effects:
 Lateral gradients due to a heat flux from one side
resulting in angular displacement.
 Thermal expansion of the boom resulting in a
longitudinal displacement of the tip.
 Thermal stresses at interfaces between materials
with a CTE mismatch.

These effects have been taken into account in the boom
design. The majority of the structure is made of CFRP
with a CTE near zero. Structural metal parts of the
deployment boom are the bearing units of the hinges,
and the adjustable mounts. The bearing units have been
designed as compact as possible. The interfaces with the
CFRP hinge brackets are close to each other and
mirrored, thus minimising the impact of thermal
distortion. The gradient inside the bearing unit is
minimised by proper shielding of the unit against direct
sunlight by the cable pulleys which are thermally
insulated from the hinge.
The major elements in the adjustable mounts are made
of aluminium. Despite the high CTE of aluminium, the
thermal gradient is low (~0.2°C) thanks to the excellent
conductivity.
In order to further minimise the thermo-elastic
distortion due to lateral gradients, the complete structure
is protected with thermal blankets in order to meet the
stringent thermo-elastic depointing requirement. MultiLayer Insulation (MLI) blankets reduce the thermal
gradients in the structure and dampen the temperature
fluctuations.
The TED of the deployment boom have been analysed
in Abaqus based on heat fluxes calculated in ESATAN
for a typical geostationary mission. A worst case
configuration with 3 hinges and a boom length of 3.2 m
was analysed. Tab. 1 lists the analysed TED results of
the deployment boom tip, i.e. before the pointing
actuator. These deformation results are several factors
lower compared to other thermo-elastic deformations of
structures and mechanisms between feed horn and
reflector. Fig. 8 shows the TED deformation results of
the deployment boom as analysed in Abaqus.
Table 1. Maximum thermo-elastic distortion
Axis
Roll – x
Pitch – z
Yaw – y

Angular
distortion
0.0060°
0.0042°
0.0065°

Linear
distortion
0.025 mm
0.280 mm
0.175 mm

3.3. Deployment repeatability
At the end of the deployment sequence, the hinge units
latch sequentially. At the moment of latching, the hinge
lever arm provides an additional latching torque. This
results in a small acceleration of the deployment boom
and a minor oscillation of the boom after latching of the
last hinge. During the EM test campaign, deployment
repeatability tests have been performed. Test results are
given in Tab. 2 based on five consecutive deployments.

Figure 8. Maximum thermo-elastic deformation
analysed in Abaqus
Table 2. Deployment repeatability test results
Average
Std. Dev.

Angular
repeatability
0.0047°
0.0025°

Linear
repeatability
0.13 mm
0.02 mm

Measured tip distortion after latching is of the same
order of magnitude as the deployment boom hysteresis.
From this it can be concluded that the deployment
repeatability error is negligible. At the moment of
latching, the resulting boom oscillation is damped until
it comes to a complete stop at an arbitrary point within
the hysteresis region.
4.

INTEGRATION ALIGNMENT PHILOSOPHY

The design of the deployment boom ensures that the inorbit depointing error with respect to its nominal
position is minimized. Although the design ensures
alignment stability in-orbit, the alignment during
integration ensures a correct nominal deployed position
of the deployment boom. Early in the development
phase, emphasis has been put onto the integration
alignment philosophy and the tooling to achieve the
stringent alignment requirements.
Due to the integration and alignment complexity of the
system, the process is divided into several steps. These
steps – in chronological order – are:





Alignment and integration of the bonded assembly
in deployed configuration.
Alignment and integration of the assembly in
stowed configuration.
Nominal end-to-end alignment in deployed
configuration.
End-to-end re-alignment at S/C level.

All these steps are necessary for a correct alignment of
the deployment boom. A more detailed description of
each integration and alignment step is given in the
following sections.

4.1. Alignment and integration of the bonded
assembly
The main structural element of the deployment boom the CFRP tubes, CFRP hinge brackets and hinge units –
are integrated, aligned and bonded in a dedicated
integration and alignment jig. As the deployed
configuration is the most critical for the antenna
performance, the deployment boom is aligned and
bonded in deployed condition.
For the deployed configuration the end-to-end
alignment is of importance, i.e. from root bracket to
ADTM Mk2 I/F bracket. To ensure a correct stowage of
the deployment boom, all hinges are aligned with
respect to each other within a precision of 0.007° and
0.2mm. Fig. 9 shows the results of a hinge misalignment
of the second hinge of a 2-hinge configuration. Even
though the deployed end-to-end alignment can be within
range, misaligned hinge axes may result in a skewed
stowage.

Figure 10. Hinge alignment stage
Dedicated software has been developed to optimize the
adjustment iteration of the alignment stages. Given the
stringent requirements and the complexity of the
alignment jig, manual re-adjustments is practically
impossible.

Figure 9. Skewed stowage due to hinge axes
misalignment
The adhesive bonding of the tubes and hinge brackets is
an irreversible process step. Therefore, a dedicated
integration and alignment table was designed to
integrate the bonded assembly with a high precision.
The hinge assemblies are mounted on high-precision
stages during bonding of the tubes and hinges. For the
root and ADTM Mk2 interfaces and for the hinges
stages are made with adjustability in 6-DoF (3 linear
translation stages and 3 rotation stages), see Fig. 10.
These stages allow hinge alignment with extreme
precision. All hinges are fitted with an alignment
reference tool (so-called ‘butterfly’) and are mounted on
the alignment stages. The butterflies hold the provision
for eight laser tracker references, which allow high
precision measurements of each hinge. As the butterflies
might not be perfectly in line with the hinge axis, a
stationary measurement is not sufficient to determine
the rotation axis. Therefore, each hinge is rotated in
several steps around its axis to measure the actual axis
of rotation. Based on these measurements, the hinge
orientations could be adjusted using the alignment
stages.

After all hinges are aligned, the tubes are integrated.
The tube assembly – including HD brackets – is
positioned in between the hinge brackets. HD alignment
with respect to the hinge axis is realized by similar
alignment stages. During integration and bonding the
tubes are gravity compensated in order to avoid any
hinge misalignment. Once assembled, the tubes are
injection bonded to the hinge brackets, resulting in
stress free and perfectly aligned bonded assembly. The
final bonded assembly is shown in Fig. 11.
During the EM test campaign the alignment and
integration process has been validated. Additional
alignment measurements have been performed whilst
the deployment boom is mounted in vertical

Figure 11. Aligned and bonded assembly of the EM

configuration, this to minimize gravitational effects (see
Fig. 12). Additional side loading has been applied to
counteract any residual gravitational effects, further
minimizing the parasitic deformations. The required
side load for this test configuration has been derived
from FEM-analysis. Test results indicated a difference
of the tip deformation between the bonded assembly and
vertical configuration being slightly above expected
values. Test data have been used to identify the cause of
this discrepancy, which was found to be in the hinge
latching mechanism. A redesign and procedural changes
have been implemented to reduce this phenomenon,
further reducing the need to perform a boom realignment with the use of the S/C and reflector
adjustable mounts.
4.2. Alignment and integration of the stowed
assembly
The second stage of the alignment is performed during
stowed integration on the S/C side wall simulator. The
deployment boom is transferred to the side wall
simulator where the root bracket and the HD’s are
aligned to their nominal position. The bonded assembly
is mounted to the HD’s, after which all remaining
components – the pointing actuator, adjustable mounts
and deployment and synchronization system - are
integrated on the deployment boom. The EM assembly
during table integration is shown in Fig. 13.
4.3. Nominal end-to-end alignment
After final integration of the deployment boom,
additional end-to-end alignment is required to
compensate for any accumulation of integrations errors.
End-to-end alignment is performed based on the
nominal configuration of the reflector I/F with respect to

Figure 12. Vertical alignment test setup (left) and
FEM-analyses (right)

Figure 13. EM during table integration
the S/C interface. Using the adjustable mounts at the
S/C side and at the reflector side, the boom is re-aligned
such that it fits in-between the S/C interface point and
the reflector interface. Additionally, the roll and pitch
actuator of the ADTM Mk2 can be used for fine
alignment in 2 DoF. End-to-end alignment of the
deployment boom is achieved by laser tracker
measurements on dedicated alignment tooling attached
to the adjustable mounts (see Fig. 14).
A detailed study on the nominal end-to-end alignment
philosophy is currently ongoing. Two major engineering
challenges for this alignment phase are investigated:
first on how to deal with the under-constrained
alignment system and second how to cope with any
gravitational distortion of the deployment boom. The
first challenge is due to the fact that there are at least 12
alignment DoF’s: 6 DoF’s from the S/C adjustable
mount and 6 DoF’s from the reflector adjustable mount.
An optional additional 2 DoF’s from the ADTM Mk2
might lead to a total of 14 alignment DoF’s. In order to
align the reflector to the required position and
orientation, only 6 DoF’s are needed. Given the fact that
at least 12 DoF’s are available, this results in an underconstrained alignment system. This means that an
infinite amount of deployed alignment configurations
are possible. This issue is depicted schematically in Fig.
15, showing two different alignment options for the
same reflector configuration. The issue is not applicable
for the deployed configuration. However, a
misalignment may arise when the boom is stowed. An
improper alignment of the adjustable mounts results in a
misalignment of the HD’s with respect to the required
position on the S/C. Due to the relative large dimensions
of the deployment boom and the reflector, a small
misalignment of the S/C adjustable mount results in
significant misalignments of the furthest HD. The
impact of an improper alignment of the root and

Figure 14. Reflector alignment tooling on the EM

detailed study on the most practical and most optimized
approach for a possible re-alignment as S/C level is
currently ongoing. Validation of the approach for endto-end alignment at S/C shall be part of pending
qualification of the deployment boom.
5.

Figure 15. Deployed alignment possibilities with
different adjustable mount configurations
reflector adjustable mount is depicted schematically in
Fig 16. This issue is similar to the discussed hinge
misalignment, with the exception of the tuning
capabilities for this case.
The second end-to-end alignment issue deals with
parasitic deformations due to gravity. Initial studies
showed that a horizontal alignment of the deployment
boom in a 0-g test setup is still subject to local parasitic
gravitational deformations. Possible options to cope
with this are to either perform the nominal end-to-end
alignment in vertical configuration (similar as in
Fig. 12) or by compensating the alignment for the
parasitic distortion calculated by FEM. Both issues are
currently investigated and the chosen solution is to be
validated during qualification of the deployment boom.
4.4. End-to-end re-alignment at S/C level
A final re-alignment of the deployment boom at S/C
level is needed after RF testing to account for built
tolerances on antenna an S/C level. Adjustments of the
antenna reflector position and orientation might be
required to optimize the antenna performance. A
reconfiguration of the antenna reflector also requires a
re-alignment of the deployment boom. In comparison to
the nominal end-to-end alignment, the option to perform
this alignment in a vertical manner is no longer possible
once integrated on the S/C. A horizontal re-alignment is
currently foreseen as the most suitable approach. A

Figure 16. Stowed misalignment due to improper
deployed alignment

CONCLUSION

An articulated deployment boom for antenna reflectors
has been developed and tested. The boom has been
designed for a stable and optimized in-orbit pointing
accuracy, combined with a very high deployed stiffness,
low mass and a near-zero CTE. Sources for depointing
are build tolerances, gravity distortion, hysteresis in the
structure and mechanisms and thermo-elastic distortion.
All of these topics have been addressed, resulting in an
accuracy of ±1 mm and ±0.05°. Based on the
experiences from test on the engineering model, it can
be concluded that the used philosophy results in a
successful integration of the deployment boom.
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